Comparison with the experimental data has been carried out to determine the ability of the finite element alternating method in predicting the fatigue response of a cracked metallic panel with a partially debonded composite patch. A total of 15 different specimens are considered in this comparison. Some of the parameters that are varied in these specimens include the disbond location, the disbond area, the initial crack length, the maximum stress loading, and the stress ratio. For all of these specimens, it has been found that the numerical results correlate very well with the experimental data when the adhesive nonlinearity is properly accounted for in the analysis. In addition to this comparison with the experimental data, numerical studies have been carried out to examine the effect of the thermal cycling on the fatigue response of a bonded repair. It was found that, due to the strong difference in the thermal expansion coefficient of the boron/epoxy patch and the aluminum panel, the fatigue life of a specimen, which undergoes cycles of high stress at low-temperature and low stress at high-temperature loading, is dramatically reduced. It was also found that the fatigue life of a specimen that undergoes a thermal-mechanicalfatigue cycle is more sensitive to disbonds in the adhesive layer than a similar specimen that undergoes mechanical fatigue loading at a constant temperature. In addition to this study, numerical analysis has been carried out to study the interaction between two nearby composite patches. The study found very little interaction between the two patches when these two patches lie next to each other, with both the cracks under the patches being collinear and both being normal to the direction of the load. On the other hand, when the two patches lie vertical to each other, i.e., when the two cracks under the patches are parallel and one being on the top of the other, both the cracks being normal to the direction of the load, the fatigue life of this specimen can increase substantially when these two patches are very close to each other; however, this may lead to failure of the metal in between the patches, but this is not considered in the present study.
Introduction
A STUDY in predicting fatigue response of a cracked metallic panel has been conducted comparing experimental data obtained by Denney 1 to the finite element alternating method. As a result of the high replacement costs and shrinking budgets for aircraft acquisitions, many of the airplanes in the commercial as well as the military fleet are used beyond their original design lives. Consequently, these aircraft undergo high cycles of repeated pressurization and loading, which cause fatigue cracks to develop at regions of stress concentration in the structure. To enhance the life of an aging aircraft structure, the application of minor repairs using mechanically fastened metallic doublers, or adhesively bonded composite patches, becomes an increasingly important option in the aerospace industry. Although many of the repairs on an aircraft structure are still performed using mechanically fastened metallic doublers, various commercial airlines as well as military facilities have begun experimenting with repairs using adhesively bonded composite patches.
2 Repair using the metallic doubler requires the cracked portion to be cutout and replaced with an undamaged sheet. In contrast, bonded repairs offer a wide range of advantages such as ease of application, with no damage to the underlying structure. In addition, bonded repairs using laminated composites offer high stiffness to weight ratio, and such repairs can be readily formed into various complex shapes of different aircraft components. Nonetheless, some of the critical issues associated with the use of adhesively bonded composite patch repairs are still not fully resolved. These issues include the ability to predict the fatigue growth of cracks under the bonded composite patch as well as the effect of disbond of the patch on the effectiveness of the repairs. In general, the analysis of fatigue crack growth in the presence of composite patch repairs can be broadly categorized as either analytical or numerical. Based on the elastic inclusion analogy, Rose 3 has obtained the solution for long strip type patches by using a successive approximation method to deduce the asymptotic behavior of the modeled Fredholm integral equation. Rose 4 further extended this method to obtain an approximate solution for a crack inside an elliptical patch. The solution for the elliptical patch is further extended by Fredell 5 to include the effect of temperature. Although the solution for Rose's model 4 ' 5 is simple and easy to implement, these solutions have strong limitations. Some of the limitations of Rose's model arise from the following assumptions. 1) The patch has to be either an infinite strip type or an elliptical shape type. 2) The material behavior for the adhesive layer is linear elastic. 3) The load transfer length must be significantly smaller than the patch size, i.e., the adhesive must be relatively stiff, or the size of the patch must be significantly large. 4) The bonding of the patch is perfect without disbonds. 5) The size of crack is small compared to the size of the patch. All of these assumptions limit the ability of Rose's model 4 ' 5 to adequately analyze the effectiveness of most practical composite patches in reducing the fatigue crack growth. Therefore, to overcome these limitations, numerical methods have been employed in analyzing the effectiveness of repairs using composite patches. Jones and Callinan, 2 Mitchell et al., 6 and Chu and Ko 7 have used the finite element method to study bonded patch repairs. Tarn and Shek 8 have combined the boundary element method (for the base metallic plate) and finite element method (for the patch) to estimate the stress intensity factors. Park et al. 9 have applied the integral equation approach in conjunction with the Schwartz-Neumann alternating method to calculate the stress intensity factors for cracks repaired with composite patches. In extending this work, the approach of the finite element alternating method was applied by Nagaswamy et al. 10 to model composite patches on a curved fuselage panel where the stress distributions due to curvature as well as the presence of stiffeners are accounted for. A comprehensive account of the analysis of adhesively bonded composite patch repairs, and the effects of various parameters in
